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KEVIN KELLY PRESENTS:

BEATDRUM2
IT’S TIME TO DRUM UP YOUR BUSINESS!
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What is                         ?
 
 Drum2Beat is the ultimate way to break the ice and instantly engage people 
in a fun and lively atmosphere! This is an energizing interactive drumming experience 
using Bodhrán Frame Drums that immediately grab the attention of your delegates 
whether you are running

 A Corporate Conference
 A Fundraising Event
 An Awards Ceremony
 A Brand Launch
 … or any event where you need to
 captivate your audience!

 Founder of Drum2Beat, Kevin Kelly, is a renowned Bodhrán Drumming 
Expert and is a highly sought after conference presenter, working at top corporate 
conferences around the world. He has performed to audiences of up to 20,000 
people and is featured in the Guinness Book of Records.

 Kevin believes everyone has rhythm, and that includes you! What’s more, 
he’ll prove it, teaching you and your audience many different rhythms in his own 
unique and interactive style! Kevin also leverages the immense power of success 
stories to further reinforce self-belief – and therefore, results!

 He will teach your audience how to defeat their creative monsters, instilling 
both individual and collective confidence and creating a platform on which your 
organization can continue to expand its creative flair.

How does         benefit your organisation?

 Using the light and portable Ancient Frame Drum, the Drum2Beat experience 
can be used in a myriad of ways. These include breaking the ice at events, opening 
workshops with a bang, preparing your audience for corporate announcements or 
taking your existing success culture to the next level. Whatever your business 
objective, it is guaranteed to:

 Deliver lively listeners
 Create unity among people
 Increase brand awareness
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an extremely healthy social activity. Not only does it release stress and synchro-
nize heartbeats, it also tunes brainwave patterns to wellbeing frequencies so del-
egates walk away feeling energized, more alive and “more in tune” than perhaps 
they have from previous events!

How can the event be tailored for your organization?

 Your Drum2Beat experience will be expertly tailored to your organisation. 
From branded drums featuring your company logo to sessions that embed your 
corporate messages in the minds of your audience, there is no limit to your crea-
tive options! Just call Kevin to discuss your business objectives and he will create 
a tailored solution for you.

Clients include: NAB, Telstra, Tourism Ireland, NIDA, Oracle, Sydney Convention 
Centre, V Australia, Rugby League World Cup, Royal Bank of Scotland, Gortex, 
Mission Australia…….

What Kevin’s Clients Say?
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for a great night of drumming, fun and 
laughter at the recent Tourism Ireland ‘Flavours of Ireland’ in London … To look around the 
room and witness all the smiling happy faces was just wonderful. The ice was well and truly 
broken … a sincere thanks for making our event so successful, enjoyable and memorable.

Jim Paul, Director – New and Developing Markets, Tourism Ireland
Thanks for the fantastic drumming! The activity was a really fun way to introduce students 
to their mentors and encourage overall group cohesion. Every participant was happily 
engaged and commented on how they thoroughly enjoyed the drumming … From a practi-
tioner point of view it was an excellent ice-breaker enabling partnerships and a greater 
sense of community.

Sally de Beche, Think Big Coordinator, Mission Australia – Creative Youth 
Initiatives

 Create a fun and stress relieving experience
 Increase interdepartmental networking
 Create the feeling of wellbeing among staff

 Drumming also has the added benefit of being 
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If you want results, contact Kevin today!
M: +61 (0) 423 909368 . E: bookings@drum2beat.com

www.drum2beat.com
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